Auslan @ Workplace Our workplace training course will be fun, informative, practical and interactive for your staff to learn. Learn Auslanvicky2020-10-13T23:55:07+00:00. Deaf Owned Business. We are the only Deaf owned and operated Auslan Training Organisation. Personalised Services. Our tailored services are designed to provide you to learn Auslan at your own pace. Qualifications. Today, with 20 Auslan teachers on our books, we are the only privately Deaf owned and non-government funded Auslan training organisation in Australia. Auslan community courses. Auslan in the workplace. Deaf Cultural Awareness. The Auslan Program (Early Years Learning Program for childcare and kinder children). Auslan in disability organisations. Auslan for families. Deaf Friendly Small Businesses. Welcome to Auslan in the Community Level One (Part One) Welcome to Auslan Online! I am excited to deliver to you Auslan (Australian Sign Language) Online. This means you can learn Auslan whenever it suits you in the comfort of your home or workplace & anywhere in Australia with good internet connection. In this online course you will learn: About Auslan (Australian Sign Language) About deafness, Deaf Community and Culture Auslan vocabulary & how to sign short Auslan sentences Learn how to communicate with deaf people in Auslan without voice Learn Auslan with Deaf Children Australia! Sign up today and register for our range of classes. We offer one on one tutoring, Auslan Online and group or individual Auslan for Families courses. If you would like to receive these supports under the NDIS, you need to have funding for Consumables for Auslan or Signed English Training. Register your interest for our Auslan programs. DCA offers tutoring sessions at home or in the community for families, deaf and hard of hearing children or young people. We can tailor sessions to your learning pace and experience. Auslan Tutoring. Register. Auslan On Auslan is the Australian Sign Language. Learn symbols and signing. Resources, videos, charts. These are only provided for your information. Auslan - Australian Sign Language. Your browser does not support the video tag. Hand sign for Auslan, courtesy of Auslan Signbank. Dictionary, medical and health dictionary, grammar examples on video, videos of deaf people using Auslan, links to classes, information on the deaf community in Australia. Brilliant! Sections cover Tutoring, Online, Auslan4Everyone, Essential Workplace Signs, Essential Basic Signs, more. New ! La Trobe University - Auslan Looking to study Auslan ? The Auslan Phrase Book - A Reference to Workplace Auslan Signs. Deaf Children Australia. This book was designed to be a quick reference to common workplace signs and concepts for deaf employees and their colleagues. It contains signs from the Dictionary of Auslan™ selected by DCA's employment service Deaf Employment Australia™. 69 pages, ISBN: 0646439235.